Series expansions for general moments of the bond-percolation cluster-size distribution on hypercubic lattices to 15th order in the concentration have been obtained. This is one more than the previously published series for the mean cluster size in three dimensions and four terms more for higher moments and higher dimensions. Critical exponents, amplitude ratios, and thresholds have been calculated from these and other series by a variety of independent analysis techniques. A comprehensive summary of extant estimates for exponents, some universal amplitude ratios, and thresholds for percolation in all dimensions is given, and our results are shown to be in excellent agreement with the ε expansion and some of the most accurate simulation estimates. We obtain threshold values of 0.2488±0.0002 and 0.180 25±0.000 15 for the three-dimensional bond problem on the simple-cubic and body-centered-cubic lattices, respectively, and 0.160 05±0.000 15 and 0.118 19±0.000 04, for the hypercubic bond problem in four and five dimensions, respectively. Our direct exponent estimates are γ=1.805±0.02, 1.435±0.015, and 1.185±0.005, and β=0.405±0.025, 0.639±0.020, and 0.835±0.005 in three, four, and five dimensions, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION S(p)=A
r[1+a (p, -p) '+. . . ] 
(1.2)
Percolation models have been used to describe geometric phase transitions in a large variety of sys- tems. ' In these systems objects such as sites, bonds, and plaquettes (disks, etc.) on some underlying lattice (continuum} are occupied with probability p. If a sufficient number of these are occupied then there will be an (infinite} connected cluster spanning the system. In the presence of a connected cluster passage of Quid, magnetic order or electric current can be made across the system. The transition from the disordered or insulating phase to the magnetic or conducting one occurs at some threshold concentration, p, . The transitions are characterized by a singularity in the order parameter, i.e. , in the percolation probability (the probability that if a bond is occupied it belongs to the infinite cluster), P(p) In this paper we review previous results for percolation critical data and present new low-density 15-term series in general dimension for bond percolation on hypercubic lattices. This is one term more than previously published for three dimensions and four terms more for higher dimensions. We calculate the jth moments of the percolation cluster-size distribution, which are believed to behave as I, . (p}= A, (p, -p) '[1+a, (p, -p) ' 
an occupied bond. The expansion of this product therefore yields 2 terms, which except for the term with no occupied bonds, are in a one-to-one correspondence with the set of subdiagrams y of I' as in (2.19}. We write the result as 
We now write Y(I ) in terms of bond variables. In the limit q~1 ,Zi~1 and A~1, so that in this limit we may write x II (1 -P+P5"""", ), b&I (2.22) where z"(I ) is the nuinber of bonds intersecting site x in the diagram I . The trace here is that of a Potts model for a cluster I in an inhomogeneous field h(x), where
We now evaluate this trace in terms of a sum over all possible clusters C (I ) of bonds of I such that each site is directly or indirectly connected by occupied bonds with all other sites in the cluster. In this context an isolated site is considered to be a cluster. 
where h(x) is given in (2.23). Here P(C; I } is the probability that a cluster of sites C occur when the system is considered to be the set of bonds I and is given by 
(2.26) It should be noted that many of the analyses that were not threshold biased were made by the following "blind" procedure. First we assigned each series a difFerent identifying number and then analyzed them in random order, without regard to identity.
The results were then identified and tabulated. This procedure ensured that no prior bias from the "expected" results interfered with the determination of the critical exponents. We believe that this is an important precaution when analyzing series for problems about which considerable information is available.
Our approach to the analyses of a set of series for a sequence of moments and for an arbitrary set of dimensions has been discussed at length in many of our earlier pa- Tables IV and V Fig. 5(a) . Op 
